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Ⱄ厑啑⊅忚冒↮䘬冒⇑ᷳㆸ⯙

4,5

ℍ媠㲊伭囄ˣℍㆸ⯙
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ᑖྃ༓ၥՄپȂԊᢎॱᕫԋϠ
ΙΞΞΞԑϤТငᑪ۠ఀ׳ট
࣏գఀࣀଢ଼ൟܚȂٮо௰ଢ଼১
۬ڍМϽҺࢺߴ໌ӴП۠ఀМϽ
ีཾٱ࣏кौ۠ԟȄ

जᝓጹަ՟ࡼЉӱݳ৲Ӳ෬҅ݳ
छᝒጸޥ՞ࡻЈӰݲৱܻ
ΪТήԠӱॷ෫ȂζϚן
࡙҄ݲಀȂনҏѫདӱ෫ຜ
ΤΪέଽឭޟՂҔᒑȂЅᇄᒑ
݉७َᆹᆹȂծ߬ಀዥޟᗜ
Ȃݲৱӵ෫ΙϛȂ
ᖞᒲΟڍஆգٱȂڍԩգݲ
ҰЅΙএգఀࣀଢ଼Ȉέ؏Ι
ࡶȄ
ߝਡۨѴȂݲৱӱ෫ᖂ
Ԥ՛՛Ȃၭࠉڏ܁тড়
ԤϚΙኺޟཐឈȂឈுᜲுӱ
ўȂᖂϚѫԤӬӬᆹΙᆹ
֑Ȋ࢈དᅾПݲȂζהఖџо
ளড়ΡЅ߬ಀޟᘈᘈգݲȂ
ณՄਢ൷ቄȂӔӻ
ζ൷ϚႆඁЈՄؼȊ࢈ᡗு
ᔔٗິȄॶڍЈȂϷտᖞᒲ
ΟΙஆ۽ҡලգЅइᆋོݲȂ
࣏ޟσড়ኊҡЅइᆋ ђ

ཱི
ᆸ
ौ
ᒮ

ԃդቺԙ࣏Ιএԃ౩᠙ᆸȃ
ԃݲওࡻךࣺڎޟυȂငݲৱ
ளሴᏰষΙ؏Ι؏ޟՌרᢎ
ᄆȃՌרቷਯȂܪ๛থᛯӴϷ
ݙՌޟרЖ܈Ȃᢎђ܈ኈܖ
ᢎႆۨࡪ܈ӻڹȉѪӵൟԤ
ΡөݲৱݲȂᇳգఀϡϡಀ
ӻ۠ࣂȃ้ߞݲȂԃդڥȉ
άԤΡᇳգఀӟ࡙༈ڗжࣨ
ӨӴȂխнᇳݲԤȂԃդᒱ
տᏰಬȄڏᄂٲ୰ᚠȂ
ΙૡߑᏰޱЖ塷ޟၗȂݲৱ
ৱ
Ԥ

ᎆ

ཱི
ᆸ
ौ
ᒮ

୰Ȃ࢈୰ᚠܹӵЖϛȂ܈ڗޢգ
ᏰਢϗΙΙភᅸȄݲৱߒҰȂ
ϬЈσড়ԤᆋൢΟȂџоΰு
๎ڗਰȂܻݲৱҢΟΙএӻω
ਢоኄݍၗ࣏ᇄོޱϷݙգఀޟ
۠ࣂտЅีݷȂζ၏ᅾޟ
ၾюᅕ༈ȃࠒ༈ȃᙠ༈ޟգఀЅ
ڏဎ౩ٷޟᐃȄάԤΡᐊЖգఀ
ӵऋོޥήҡԆȂԤᙽᐠ༝ȉ
ࡣԤΡ༝ȉΙ՛ޟ୰ᚠȂձ
ΙѯרΙѯȂᏰݥޟ᠖ဋ
ᐌএգஆȂݲৱཐδႂΟ
ݲؑޟცȄ
ӵѲЈளሴ߬ಀࠉ܁σᔏόၽ

។ȂרঈԩϚўӪ݁ޟҁσ
գȂᙽσᐬጣࠉ܁ᛳᅕԋȃૡ
षᕫԋЅᢎॱᕫԋ้Ȅ࿋ЈΙၯ
ٖȂؠԤ੨ޟЊȃؠԤዘ
ᕆݫޟၯȂ఼ౝޟళॳȃޟླྀڷ
ЈȂഗרঈٖٖȂएณ

ԤΡඪដݲৱளሴרঈέ؏Ι
ࡶڗԋኂόഥȂӱڨΙήרঈ
ࠉᆠ໌ޟශȂܻ൷ኺυȂ
নҏјএωਢޟόၯȂҢΟέॻ
ਢϗڗόഥȂতۖਢσড়ଢ଼
հԤᘈҡȂσ྅࡞δؠԤέ
؏ΙࡶΟȂݲৱَޑȂ߯ளሴσ
ড়ΙЖ܈գဴȂᢎདգᙡ൷
ӵרঈᓞഥΰёࡻȂᏹ܈գߠޟ
ҏᛄȂདདж൵ޟᆍᆍᝒȂؠ
ӻδཐឈଽસޟ໔᠖ဋӒ
٘Ȃх٘ЖՌӵܹᚬȂԃӣ໌Σ
ΟᓗޑޟᄘȂάԁШୈΟΙএ
σၼଢ଼ȂณՄএၼଢ଼ȂᒊΣΟ
٘ᡝޟଢ଼հࡶգȂёΰοᆎ܈գ
ဴЅཎᜋᏹ܈ထࣺȂڎരΟ٘ο
ཎέᆍཾȂϬЈӵၽ។σᔏό
ϞᎷȂቨΟฒ໔ޟᆋኈၥᙐȂ
σড়ܚཎਟϚޟڗȂᐌএᙄ
ࡶႆแ໌ΪϷࢺᄱЅᝒȂσ
ড়ၖЖᙄࡶȂਅཾራȂђኈ༫
ᅖΟЈޟԋ٠ᙄȄ

ᖑᖑդဵ༉ણᆌġġईᆌኌቩ
ᖑ
ᖑդဵ
ဵ༉ણᆌ ईᆌኌቩ
࿗࿗ᐸᕏࣻҺྲġġણخખณ݃
छᝒጸܻޥ3123ԑ2Т33Р
Ս3:РᖞཱིࢌइᆋོݲᙄࡶȮ
գᇳνգࢹӪȯ৾՞ࡻЈ
ӰݲৱкݲȂོܻؐݲЈܻΰΤ
ਢғۖȄ

ོוޟᄍȄкݲоϚӣॱޟ፡Ȃ
ᅋឍϚӣޟգဴȂளሴ߬ಀᅈᇫ
գኈȂᆎපᢚႶ፝գӪဴȂ߬ಀ
ঈᓍ࠷ఋࡡڷ୮ȂԪଔ܄
ဣȂԁϚዥᏃȄ

ሉӵՙПড়רޟঈȂཱིࢌζ
ΙσРȄգਹΰһԞϐᘛܹΟ
ຳԑޟᘀ߆ȂᔖਢࠢॵޟȂϢณ
ԤۈټޟוӵգࠉȄգྒྷϱؐΙ
औਹҀॻቨࢷࢷݥޟȄ!!
ޟོݲΙЈȂғϛ༈ಛޟ
σଶςȇӵಬ߹ΰȂΡོӵ
ϬЈᆹӵΙଔӓӬღԑȂӰԪ
߬ಀঈӵԔܻ࣏ଶςྥരႆԑޟ
ӣਢȂһڗپጸޥᇄӓওȃ
ྑȄ
ӵ՞ࡻЈӰݲৱଔ୮ۡקઍॷϞ

ࡣȂգࠉޟӡಈᐷ൷Ι࿖Ι࿖ޟ
ᘈᐽଔپȂӣਢතཱིࢌइᆋݲ

!!!!
ЇٛԑكᓸσԑߑΙতԁ
ΙȂάΰੲРȂϫ᐀ϚΟ߬৶
ၖᙄգϞЖȂΙσ఼Ԟ൷ڗپ
ጸߞޥοԈঐɇᐶᓞॷɇȄጸޥ
࣏ΟП߯ΰੲΙఊȂԞ፞๖
ࡣȂ൷σόߞᡱ߬ಀӵΰੲ
ࠉӑپᙄգȄΙЛॷ๖ࡣȂ
՞ࡻݲৱΙԃ܁ԑȂளሴ߬৶ө
፝գᙡࡶԑȃө፝՝ݲৱЅ߬
ಀϣࣺࡶԑȇ߬ಀ࿋ϛȂϫԤ࡞
ӻত໌գߞȂԪΙᕗߨல
֜ЕȊ
ؐԑޟԑߑΙȂጸޥོӵσྒྷ
Ѕᘍஆܹညɇ༁ዐዐɇޟਵυЅ
គݎ߬ಀ๖ጢȂ൳ཎσড়ȶσ
ӡσցȷȃȶҁҁԊԊȷȄ

ݲ
ོ

ኇ

ហȃᄂȂுԧដষԃԪᜰЖጸ
ޥȂᄂҏޥϞӎȃ߬৶ϞᆋȄ

ݲ
ོ

ኇ

ӣਢȂཱིࢌོྥരɇᆋೡɇᇄ
ಀ๖ጢȂϱԤᓀᄌΙݛȈ൳ཎΙ
ϯඈۖȂຫཱིȇҩԽΙω
ѓȂ֤ԤᙴٗॵȂϤጊᙴԝޟ
ཎࡦȇӡಈݲᇭΙॶȂຫසኋ
ቨߝȂඪቨ݂ȇ૯хΡЖ
ᓗȃϚ༄ȃϚྮȇӰԪ૯ဨΙ
ѓȂ൳ཎσಀЖϛ఼ȂฒԤྮ
ȄѪԤоϤՓጣ҈ԙߜত๖ޟ
ЙᕗȂՄϤՓϷտߧՓȃऔ
ՓȃҩՓȃ༃Փȃ湬Փȇζфߒ
ԃپϤᆍߞݲϷտ߬ȃ໌ȃ
܈ȃۡȃኋȄ
࿋ЈܻΰϿΪਢ೨Ȃڍ՝੫տო
ᇽڗپጸޥȂṾᾹထՙѿដ
ষԧཐҡҾឮȂԧដষӵϴྃ
ྮԔϞڙȂڗپጸޟ࣏ޥӵσ
ԑߑΙيٛϞРȂڗԋኂॷܨ
ᙄࡶȂइؑ፝գᙡёೝȊਢᙤ
ོݲӄਢȂ՞ࡻЈӰݲৱӵ
ོࡊࡉᒑՌȂࡣٮᗜԧដ
ষ߬ಀमຠȂάЕሴڗઠஆᙄ
ࡶԙϴߝՂցȂӵጸޥᗶ
ΙωਢӻȂծ߬৶ޟ㷑

ጸޥӵϿᘍਢȂོඪ߯ټ࿋
ܚپԤپᙄࡶ߬ޟಀȂ൳ณȶ
ॵฒȷȄႆஆਢȂ՞ࡻݲৱ
ҰȂӵড়ۨρᔖ၎ԃդөݲৱ
ঈࡶԑȂᔖ၎ᇳࣥٲቄޟӡಈ
ᇭȂতញգঈ߬ޟಀᄇܻȶல
՞ᑹȷȃȶѲσ፡ڷȷȃȶ҄
ݲցȷȃȶσᙽݲᎈȷ้ޟԅ
ѯཐཱིࢋڗᘀά५ҡȄ
՞ࡻݲৱάҰᇄོσಀȶᐶᓞ
ॷȷٮϚӵਢΰԤܚೣۡȂ
ζϚӵտΡϞࠉӪ࣏ȶᐶᓞ
ॷȷȄઍғޟȶᓞॷȷȂϚ፣ࠉ
ࡣȂкौӵܻЖၖ࣏Ȃٮઢ
жࣨڷҁȃॳ፡ߦȃԃཎӡ
ಈȃѲ۟ҁԊȄ

ݲ
ོ

ኇ

ݲ

जᝓጹަٽᘎЉईᆌཽݳ
ज
ᝓጹަٽᘎЉईᆌݳ
ጹ
ᘎ ईᆌ
ईᆌ ཽ

ོ

ኇ

छᝒጸܻޥ3123ԑϯТ3:Р
ᖞΙԑΙ࡙ޟᝒټᘍЈइᆋ

ོݲȄ࿋ЈԞΰΤਢғȂ߬ಀિ
િڗႀጸޥȄσྒྷငႆࠉΙ
ЈޟշညࡣȂҁਢܹᅖਹυЅ
ࡶწྒྷޟஆȂϬྶณΙཱིȄՄᘍ
ЈޟΪϤৰ൷ᝒ൜ᙓσྒྷѲ
໊Ȃσྒྷғϛ೩ညΟΠΪѲ
൵ЈټޟਹȄؐΙਹΰ֯ڎരΟ
ΪᆍټᎴࠢȂԃȈॷȃ߆ȃᐷȃ
༯ȃݎȃ૯ȃॵȃȃੵȃ
้ȂᝒӴങӖଔپȄ

ڗΟΞਢјѾѡȂᆰ٥ৱࡇշټ
ЈۖȂټЈޟђኈкቆࡣȂ
Өܚڗ឴ޟ፝Јડ՝ညમԁȂ༊
᠙έήσមᖐȂσಀӫඡߔ
՞ࡻЈӰݲৱ໌ൟкࡻོݲȂၭ
ᐃᘍЈऋቈޟแוȂݲৱӑ໌
ḫᏫൟȂณࡣሴಀထȂӔ
ؐڗוਹࠉЕሴђኈкөӨ፝Ј
ᙄࡶइȂݲৱٖႇΟυΪϤਹ
ᝒᙡЅડಀࡣȂӔёΰΠΪ
Ѳ፝Ј้ټਹȂђኈкҡଔ᠍
ЖᓍݲৱᅲЈҝ៩ᢚ৸৸୮
ڷȂइؑ፝գᙡӎ६ၾൟȂઽ

ټڧᎴȊтঈၖήၲᙄࡶȂέ
ၲέȂߔ፝σᙡёࡻ"پ
ԑශछԁȄ
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ኇ

࿋ЈଶΟҏߝޥ៖߬ݲಀѴȂ
ᡗَTbo! KptfѿដষԧཐҡҾ
ឮһюৰོݲȂڏᄂԧដষܻσ
ԑߑΙ٥Јϐ๎ᔖϬЈپёټ
ЈȂٮൢӪୈђኈкȂԧដষϬ
ЈؠԤྥരᖿၗȂ൷ԃᓍಀ
ёོݲȂԃၖᙄࡶȃԃ
ᔘϸइؑȃԃהఖ፝գᙡё
ࡻٮઽټڧᎴȂӰϴᖅԔȂ
ԧដষҾឮӵҏڗࡶޥΪਢѲΪ
ϤϷ൷ᚔўȂάौሂΰѪΙএϴ
ઉღᡝࣀޟଢ଼ΟȄ
ϬԑҏޥყਪᓢᇧհΟཱིޟގȮ
ᝒᘍЈऋቈPggfsjoh! Tfswjdf
gps! Cveeib! boe! EjfujftȯΙ
ਪȂоཱི७ᇼҰಀȂ߳নԤޟ
ϱৠȂծёΰΟᅕᇭࡹॱȂП߯
ϛѴΡρᎧȂάߣΰΠΪѲ፝
ЈޟӪဴȂԪਪ੫ՓоѾՍѡ
ᐗ௶ގȂάоிՓҪࡌ
७Ȃৠܾ߳ԆȄ
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ኇ

छᝒጸܻޥᐍΠႭΙΙԑ
ΪΠТГϤРȞРȟଔՍΠ
ႭΙΠԑΙТΙРȞРȟХ
ΙΤЈȂ⓻࡚ԑತོݲᙄࡶగ
ࣲȄԪԩԑತσོݲȂҏޥ
৾՞ࡻΰЈήӰݲৱ࣏кڷݲ
ۦȇٮᙄΰኋή၌σۦڷкࡻ
έਢᛮ܈գٱΙஆȂ࡙ܦಀۗӑ
ιȂ຺ิྃዅȄѪѴȂרঈάᗜ
Οَݲৱȃႀݲৱȃᅋ
ݲৱЅᐑਂݲৱӓӣᇄሴಀӓ
ওȄ
ོؐݲЈԞΰΞਢۖՍήϿѲ
ਢӻ๖Ȃάতԁ៉ޟ
Ȃᇄ߬ޟಀߨலᒩ៚Ȅݲ
ོΙЈȂᎌഇᛸТਫȂᙤԪ
ӡРيٛȂܹϐᘗ࡚ޟΠዂઠ
ஆȂҰϐ࢈όᏲৱԙϴߝՂ
ސݲޟȂӻ߬৶ᏵДЅᙁᎴȂ
ᄇߝՂӔΙԩޟᛄ܈ȇϿټਢȂ
ӵઠஆΰټȂ߬ಀঈٷݲৱࡾ
ҰิΰΠዂޟഊ৷ȂԤዂఘิ

؏ȃԤЀ६ᐠՄՍȂΙήυ൷
ઠஆ༬ுᅖᅖȄᄇܻஊΙ
ߝՂސݲޟȂ߬ಀঈσԤӑ
࣏פϞདȂ՞ࡻݲৱ࣏ջ߬ಀႆ
ӋᔠՄഅԙཎѴȂᝎ֙߬ಀ
ঈȂџܻϿᘍࡣࠉپᢎഥᙄȊ

ݲ
ོ


ོݲȂؐЈϷϤЛॷ໌Ȅ
ԞΰΙȃΠЛॷӑࡶȂՄ
έЛॷգࠉσټȂϿࡣѲЛ
ॷЅϤЛॷࠉഋӋࡶȂࡣ
јഋᇫӴᙠငఏ፞ȂΙԃؐ
ԩσོݲȂ՞ࡻݲৱོჂᓾ
ΰੲΙఊȂװණᐠོᓍᇄݲ
ོȂ࢈ԤΡԞΰᆍӻΙЛॷ
ଟө՝ࡣ൷ўΰੲўȂԤܻٲ
ࠉپΰټҢႆϿᘍࡣӱϴѧΰ
ੲȂԤپࠓٲҢϿᘍࡣࡶѲЛ
ॷ൷ᚔўȂԤٲΡپёശ
ࡣΙЛॷఏ፞ଟөȂԃޱԙ
൷ΟᙄЅᇫငȂᆍᆍഽޟђ
ኈȄ
ོݲശࡣΙЈȂᎌഇգߠԙၾ
РȂΰϿᖞලգȂҥኋ၌σ
ۦڷкࡻȂලգ༫ᅖࡣ࣏σಀ
հҰȂݲৱоգߠԙၾٱޟհ
࣏ЕυȂᝎᏲσಀᔖᏰգӰ
ጢȂߒҰጸޥΙএ࡞ԁޟӴ
Пᡱσড়پওᆋওኋȂӣਢȂᔖ
ல܈գȂ߬܈գџоᔓօרঈ
Ͻ၌୰ᚠȂඪ݇ওᎴȂхӵൟ߬
ಀᕕઉيӻȇϛϿȂΙԃ܁ԑȂ
ጸྥޥരΟᔖਢޟᛸΤ๔ټգټ
ಀȂσಀҢᓡϞࡣȂήϿΠਢ

ۖέਢᛮ܈ȂՍϲਢέΪϷ༫
ᅖȂ࿋ϛέਢգٱӵϽถ՝
ਢȂۦڷЕሴσಀΙଔ܈գଚถ
՝ྒྷڗѴϽถ՝ȂΙᖐգဴΙᖐ
ЖȂϽ௬ܚԤถ՝ȂइܚԤι
ࣱॸԪૡषڗݲႀ۬܄Ȅ

ོݲ༫ᅖࡣȂσಀӣЖӫΨȂ
౪ൟᐌ౩ᘪ՝ȂԤഋϷ߬ಀһિ
િ॓ᘪȂՄᇄЛධݲޟৱһܻ
ಪРӱᘪȂՄԩޟԑತོݲһ
༫ᅖ๖Ȅइσಀӵ3123ԑ
ᆋኋᚖওȂቨᆋ۽ჰȄ!
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जᝓጹަȁᢏॲᙢяঢ়С
դࣴרڨٸȁᇍύཽݳቇິ
छᝒጸܻޥ3122ԑ21Т:Рΰ
Ͽᖞᒲᢎॱᙡюড়कོݲ܈Ȅ
ήϿΠਢᖞᒲσᇌόࢊॵོݲȄ
ϛϿᖞέࣳϤࣀקଢ଼Ȅ

࿋ЈԞΰΤਢࠉȂσྒྷϞϱȂ߬
৶ঈһϐۖച៉پڗȄσඍ
ЫȃգࠉᐷᕎȃჰੀᢎॱЍ
ϚΟࠢټޟȂһϐငׂܹޟӵ
գਹΰȄࢹមέѤϞࡣȂོݲԃ
໌ޟݲȄ՞ࡻݲৱΙ࿖࿖ޟ
ᐷᕎᘈᐽଔپȄ! ӣਢȂݲৱঈо
ᝒॱޟᖐளሴ߬ಀӫ࠷୮
ڷȊ
ΠЛॷࡻᇫσඍڱȂζџоᇳ
߬৶ശདྷϠޟҬȄ՞ࡻЈ
Ӱݲৱӵᇫ࣏ࠉڱσಀҰࡻᇫ
Ԫڱਢޟौ೦ȄჂᓾσಀᏰಬ
ᇫࡻડڱȂо߬ಀၖЖȃཱ৾
ЖȃཏЖȃඍЖȃՍၖᔘϸȂइ
ؑཏඍޟᢎॱӎ६ၾൟȂσಀݠ
ณӫȄΠΪΙጕޟσඍڱӵᕡ

߯༫ᅖΟȄ߬ಀঈһׄׄӴ
σඍڱЫߔӱড়ۈټࡻڧȊ
ϛϿգࠉσټȄ߬ಀีЖ៖ࡻέ
ȂټգᘍჄȊॷܨᙄգȊႆஆ
ϿᘍਢȂσಀ֯ᕕுΙএۈټӵ

գࠉȂӣਢငႆσಀڱ܈ёࡻޟ

ჰੀΙএȄϿᘍႆࡣȂ࿋ড়Јᒊ
ݲৱளሴဎώঈᐌ౩ᏫൟȂྥര
ήϿΠਢۖޟσᇌόོݲȄ
՞ࡻЈӰݲৱࠌցҢࢲਢ࣏
ีЖࣳޱקڧٷӵԙΙዂᕫஆᖞ
༈௲έࣳϤקȄԩีЖࣳٷ

ޱԤ;ങࡌᎃ)Ж൲*ȃဨڃ
ৠ)Ж*ȂࡻڧϤޱקԤȈ
ᄑ݂)Жछ*ȃࡻڧᙡק
ޱԤࠅ)Ж*ȂΛ)ݬЖ
ᅠ*ȄԪԩέࣳϤקӵਢ
Ԋ௶ΰȂᗶณၶ࣏ᆧफ़Ȃ
ծࠓߨல༫ᅖᝒȄᕫஆ
ݥޟЅުԙ൷Οԩࣀ
ଢ଼Ȅ
ήϿΠਢғȂσᇌόٷོݲ
ਢᖞȂོݲΠਢۖՍϲਢ
έΪϷ༫ᅖȄԩོݲȂҏޥᙄ
ΰසήӎݲৱ࣏кۦڷݲȄݲ
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ོۖࠉȂ՞ࡻݲৱΙԃ܁லϫ
࣏σಀᖿक़ܹσᇌόޟཎဎЅݧ
ཎٱȈԃϚுॵȂϚு໌໌
юю้ȄጸޥᖞᒲΙஆգٱк
ौоጸޥђኈஆΰޟӨۗӑ
࣏ᄇຫȂइӨۗӑሉᒑ
ȂᙤԪོݲђኈԞҡ
πȄՄкݲසӎݲৱӵ༫ᅖ
գࡣٱȂһԔሂӱல՞Ȃ
౩ٱȄॷᑖኁޟဎώৱ
۔һྥരԁүȄӻӪဎώ
ӵݲৱޟளሴήȂσྒྷޟ
ࠢސᘪ՝ࡣȂҢႆүȂ༫
ᅖ፭ᘪȄ
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जᝓጹަீฬੳġԚݏ౫ѯᢋ
ज
ᝓጹަீฬੳ Ԛݏ౫ѯᢋ
ձࠣྒ൲ήЅݙԽధġៜٙϥੇᄹ
ࠣྒ൲ήЅݙԽధġៜٙϥੇᄹ
ҏԑޟிหੲܻ301503123፞
ΟȂӵឃఃቈՂৱࡾᏲήȂிห
ੲϚငϚឈϏᒲΟڍএԑᓞȂ
ӵࢲȂᏰষঈؐΙএ࡞
Ңђȃ࡞ᇯઍᏰಬȂԙݎᇤณȄ
3123ԑғϛҕԻԑኊȂԙ
ҳܻѮᢊٳݍޟंོـ੫տ
ᖞᒲɆ࡚Իԑߔөжࣨ..ݍ
ՙӪড়ҺࢺɆȄᗜѴ
ড়ᖒӫ-ܚϷտ࣏Ю
क܈ᓢᆵྩᄐȞ3122023042Ս
312302015*ЅݲഋМٖං
)3122022036Ս2203:03122*ȂԤ
ߖڍԻ՝ড়Ȅ!!!!

छᝒጸޥிหੲȂᕕٳݍ
ंོـछϷོᗜᇄԪ౾
ོȄҥᏰষдఃኋȃీݓ௦ȃ٪
ങᆫМЅඇऍฤѲ՝ᏰষឹЙӫ
հׇԙΙൽȺྑ൱έЄ..ݘԼ
దȻ⍪ёюȄԪԩጸޥிหੲ

ޟᏰষᇄϛछРᗺᐬӪড়⍪
ཐڗΪΠϷᄸ۷Ȅ
ӵឃఃቈՂৱޟჂᓾήȇᏰষঈ
ߒҰོֆΨಬหȂॎგ݂ԑ
ؐΡᛲหΙหӔԩȄӵឃః
ቈՂৱޟொЖࡾᏲȃ༊᠄ࣺ௲Ϟ
ήȂᏰষঈᑖྃᏰಬȂԙࡾݎР
џ"

яձࠣȺྒ൲ήЅ.ݙԽధȻ

जᝓጹަࢍ۠ࣁȁդᏱੳݳᏣੳІீฬੳ
Ճ৲ࢍॴϾߧᏱসңЗȁᏱ߇ಭਫٯݳϵҖੳ
ॴϾߧᏱসңЗȁᏱ߇ಭਫٯݳϵҖੳ

оΰ፞แϷտӵ໊έȃϲȃРΰ
፞ȂϷտլҢΟᕫஆȃყਪᓢȃ
σྒྷ้Ȃ࡞ዥᏃȄ
౪ӨੲᙏൢᏲԃήȈ

գᏰੲ2
Ȟഇ໊РήϿ2;414;11ȟ
৾՞ࡻЈӰݲৱкᖿȂݲৱց
ҢᕫஆჿᓗޟᕗცȂആႆQpx.
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छᝒጸࣀ۟ࢌޟޥଢ଼ੲܻ
3123ԑ3Т5РӒ७Ȅ፞แѓ
ࢂȈ՞ࡻЈӰݲৱ໊ޟРգᏰੲ
ЅݲᏢੲȃឃఃቈՂৱ໊ޟϲி
หੲȃनЖ༫Ղৱޟϴҕੲȃү
ᓸҡՂৱޟਪݲੲȃߙՂৱ
ޟඨ߆ੲ้Ȅ
ӵؐΙԑޟь۟ȂЈ൱վȂӣ
ਢРߝۇȂӰԪӨ፞แӄ
ΟȄᓍཱིࢌپޟᖝȂһࢌ
ླྀ߆ޟРυȂ፞แࣺ
ᏰȂࣀଢ଼࿋ϛȂଶΟਪݲੲ
ΙᒲѴȂڏѺ፞แ
ᐣԑپনԤՄϬ៉ᒲޟȂۧࡾΙ
ᆗσഋӋ፞แϐ຺ႆϤԑΟȂՄ
ӨੲᏰষ࿋ϛ࡞ӻϐငё
ΟԁΙࢲυȂ࿋ณζཱིᏰষࠉپ
ᢎኞȂϚδζԙ࣏ΟੲΰޟᏰষ
ΟȄ
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fsqpjouЅႫኇޟПپݲϭಝգ
ߠȂҥܻԤգߠȞգȟϗོԤգ
ߠޟఀݲȞݲȟՄԤᏰಬ
գޟݲΡȞჄȟЅಀȂݲৱоգ
ߠ࣏ϛЖȂЕҧюᇄգߠԤᜰޟ
ΙϸȂݲৱ҈ᆗоߝጣלԒᒲ
ԪੲȂᔓօߑᐠ໌ޱΣգߞȂؐ
፞оΙјਢளଢ଼Ᏸষငȃ
ᓗֲȃӔငϗή፞ȂшӋЕᏲ
Ᏸষᄂ፺գݲȃ၌ٮ१Ȅ

գᏰੲ3Ȟഇ໊ϲఏ9;41ȟ
፞แ՞ࡻЈӰݲৱڍԑپ
ചച៉៉ޟᖞᒲȂႄڗσོݲЅ
ь۟ୄ፞ȂϬԑά፞ΟȂԩ
៉ᖿȮӴᙠငȯޟήڢȂବᄇϐ
ᏰգԤԑ߬ޟಀȂݲৱӵ፞ஆϛ
ϠᏰষ݂ҩӴᙠငޟဎ౩Ȃٮ
ჂᓾᏰষӱড়ौՌॏђ፞ߞݲও
ಬȂάᝎൕᏰষ໊РپӓওȂၭ
ᓍݲৱӓও࿋ήौᓍᆸΣᢎȃЖ
ۡડܑȂоؑႀڗᆸࡦওޟᏰ
գέौȄ
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ݲᏢੲ
Ȟ໊έЅϲήϿ3;114;41ȟ
ҏԑ࡙ݲޟᏢੲζ৾՞ࡻЈ
ӰݲৱஈఀȂоԒΰ፞Ȃ
ΙѲஆȂϱৠΤΪΤգ
ਅМȂᄇຫݲᏢಢޟᏰষȂݲ
ৱؑளଢ଼ᏰষᇯᜋΤΪΤգ
ਅМមჂޟᄭ҈ПݲȂٮӫУ
ധϣࣺԤᓶ࠶ȂᏕᏰষᛧۡ໌
؏Ȃџఖ໊ܻРޟఏ፞оԪਅ
М࣏ђ፞ӓওȄ

ிหੲ
Ȟ໊ϲΰϿ:;4122;41ȟ
ிหੲ
ϚငϚ
ឈϏ
ᒲΟΙ
ࢲਢ
ȂᏵ
ឃః
ቈՂৱ
ᙴ൲ޟ
ငᡛȂ
ёΰҢ
Жࡾ
ᏲȂᏰ
ষᇯઍЅֆΨޟᏰಬȂᅚᅚఀ
ࡉϛ؏өหҺࢺȂўԑԑۻՂ
ৱᒵюҥдఃኋȃీݓ௦ȃ٪ങ
ᆫМЅඇऍฤ้Ѳ՝Ᏸষӫհޟ
ȶྑ൱έЄ.ݘԼదȷ⍪ёҥݍ
ٳंོـछϷོӵѮᢊᖞ

ᒲޟหȂᏰষَڗՌϏֆΨޟ
ԙݎȂਇϞࢺ៩ฒᒸȂڏт
ᏰষζϷڗٴᘈᅎݠޟȄᏰষ
ӵᏰಬหห࿋ϛȂሴਂڗȶۡȷ
ᇄȶᆠ໌ȷޟ१ौȂ໌Մգݲ
ᇄᏰಬிหྙӵΙଔ"

ඨ߆ੲ
ȞؐТΙএ໊Р2;414;11ȟ
ҏੲپΟߙՂৱӈఀȂՂ
ৱҏ٘ӵᢊୢ೩Ι߆ܚ۹ᕊ
ཾȂҡཎ࡞ԁࡊ࡞ӻȂ࢈࣏٘
߆۹ޟՂᗳ൷ӵԃԪӰጢήᇯ
ᜋ࡞ڗӻདྷ߆ϞΡȂߙՂৱᄇඨ
߆࡞ԤЖுЅငᡛȂႆўඁԑ
ϛȂՂৱஉᎴюΙတདྷԁඨ߆ޟ
τρȂႄڗգࠉȂᏰষঈඨ
ԁ߆ࣵڍȂΙࣵӵጸټޥգȂ
Ιࣵϗளӱড়ՌҢȂՄиԤᏰ
ষีЖ໊ؐڗጸޥᐌ౩߆Ѕࣵ
ȂछϽᕗცЅᝒၾൟȄ

ਪݲੲ
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Ȟഇ໊РήϿ25;11ȟ
ҏੲᗜڗTupof!Tijiүᓸҡ
Ղৱ࣏ᏲৱȂՂৱন࣏ҏޥᘗ
࡚σྒྷЅᆰওώแޟᅿώ
qspkfdu!nbobhfsȂඁԑࠉΙԩ
ᇄҏޥϐ࢈ᏲৱԙϴߝՂོޟఐ
ϛȂ࣏ጸޥඪԅӰՄߴԙΟԩ
ੲ
ޟӰ
ጢȂ
Ղৱ
Ԟԑ
ၭᓍ
ᢊୢ
Ӫਪ
ݲጔ
ړড়
ద
Ꮎఀ
௲Ᏸ
ಬȂүՂৱᇯ࣏ਪݲϛѠф
ΙߞഅၕࣥޟᏰ୰Ȃᇯ࣏Ᏸಬ
ਪݲϚծቨ໌এΡޟМᏰશ
ᎴȂՄиџоડҺѠΡȂџᇳ
ΙᖞኵுȄᏰষϛԤጸޟޥဎ
ώȂζԤᆸॳՄཱིپᏰষȂՂৱ
ӵ፞แۖਢӑΟ၌Ᏸষޟแ
࡙ȂЅࡣ௴ڥоယᄂӴޟПݲ
ளሴᏰষȶΙȷԅۖථ๋Ȃ
ԤᏰষߨலֆΨȂӱড়ጛಬቸএ
ȶΙȷԅȂቸΟϚήΤԻӻԩȂ
ᜲՂৱלৠᏰಬਪݲȂхϱЖ
ჿᓗȂԃӣওᏰᕫۡȄ
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ϴҕੲ
Ȟ໊РήϿ2;414;11ȟ
नЖ༫Ղৱϐέϴҕੲޟ
ՂৱȂڧఀܻԂ৴ήޟᏰষӒഋ
ՃΰϴҕȂՂৱ࡞᠍ఀ
ᏰȂװԂܚᏰޟڗᇯޟޣȂయฒ
߳ޟ֙ວᏰষȂᄂҀࢊ
ݰᛳᇙޟശٹቸྱȂՂৱఀᏰޟ
੫ՓҢᖿ࢈ޟٱПԒؖװඎ
ᖟޟ౩፣Ͻ၌ȂЎڏ၌छ
ޟᐣѬȃޟࡡݲϱৠਢȂՂৱ
ёඨΟ࡞ӻω࢈ٱЅᐣѬΡޟސ
፸ٱȂٺᏰষܾЅሆܾӴՃ
ΰϴҕȂԊЖ՞ӵछȄ
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311:ԑ:ТȂӵԁЄঈޟઢᆋ
ήȂႆΟϤΪྑޟҡР/ӱॶ
ߖнјжकޟРυϛȂሖ౯व
ለȂΙ؏ΙယӟٖޟႆȄӵՂΠ
҈ѓўσᏰൢࡣڗȂғौՌ
ϏܯܯЙȂჂᓾՌϏΙএΡӵ
ᖟᜲϛளσΟΙᚖڋτȂ၎
רଡംՌϏӻԑоپϞЖ)
SWഅӨড়ϴ༪*ޟਢঐΟȂ
ΪТޟΙএϿࡣȂғΰᆩtipq.
qjoh! SWڹȂΙپՌড়৳ᚂৱ
ޟႫၗȂᡐΟΙϸȄޟרംჲ
σॎȂ٥ΙړଔȂ൷҆ӑ
ୄȂՌԪоࡣѫԤΙȂ٥൷
;!ࣀ"

ඹȄӵԪȂौڳᢱۘېঈȂΙۡ
ौौؑᚂҡୈഛၾ຺ॱݰȂ
୲ΙџоԞี౪֊றᕜޟП
ԒȄՍܻרȂӵЙࡣȂᚂҡ֙
ޟרޣݷϐέґȄ
֊றᕜӵӨᕜϛȂඈีۨሴ
ӑӴ՝ȂषఏޱȂଽ
ӠᓎတȄרՌ311:ԑ23ТጂຨȂ
ՍϬϐඈีڍԩȂҬࠉϫӵ൶ؑ
ݽᕛȄᕜݽޟᕛȂԤԁႆޟȄ
Ӕӻޟवᓞ-! ࠖбζுኤȂ
ѫ࣏ؑΙࣀڼȄ!!ӵႆแϛȂ
רሴਂΟᄇҡޟڼ൵१Ȅרौࣀ
ڼȂ٥ቄ٥Ιএଢ଼ސϚौࣀڼȂ
ՄีЖ૮શȄᄇרএΡՄِȂ
૮શȂᕜଚޟרΙএσᙄ
ΙөஶרޟȂӵٽޟυᓛ ސȄרலདȂቄԁٱޟȂࡩר
ܡаᔮࢥϛȂี౪Ο֊றᕜȄ!! ቄҡϞࠉ൷ўୈ@ڹ
ौޣၾȂυۢᓛܡаٮϚี౪
֊றᕜޟᆓၾȂܚоӵаϛี౪  ࡣ Ȃ ؐ Ј ᄇ  ר  Ι এ C p .
֊ޟறᕜȂཎڨᕜಠफϐᘗ ovtȄؐޟרΙЈᗈޟڗȄ

ܚоרؐΙړᇄড়ΡЅԁЄ
ࣺޟȄרཐؐΙοॵސȂؐ
ЈޟӎȄٱᄂΰȂؐএΡؐޟ
ΙЈᗈޟڗȄרঈ።ζϚޣ
ၾ݂ЈོีҡϧቄٱȄרঈѫ
ᅾΨޟቨߝҡޟڼϱొȂџר
ঈ።ζฒݲඡණҡߝޟڼȄר
லၭ݉ЄᇳȂרၼઍԁȄՍЍ
ϚમӵທُೝএନୀኡԫȄ
רџоԤਢІᒺޟרΙҡȂሴ
ਂ೨ӻႆўխᔗߨᔗޟΡҡ
౩ȂԊ௶೨ӻרо࣏רΙᘈϚ
ሯࡨޟ१ौۣٱȄϚ
רᗙᖂདРυߝڹȂ݂
֑"
רᡝོڗȂ࣏ՌϏ೩Ι
ᘈ֑ȄӵޟרϽᕛϛЖ
ᛄ೨ӻЖݸൊޟᕜЄঈ
σᐌРࡪნΡҡϚϴҁ
ቄרȂרϚڧȌר
ঈȂுᕜઍইྎޟΟ
ԃרݎঈᡱլሴΟר
ؐޟپΙЈȂ٥џઍ
ΟȄौᇯ፫Ο๖Ȅณࡣ
ࣀؐޟΙЈȂࣀޟԤฅ
ᡱؐΙЈᗈڗᛖϗ
רࡌؚۡୈ୨୨ߝȄ።
ΟݸൊȂ൷ौװרײ፯
ΙႇڹȄ
ΡҡϛีҡؐޟΙӇٱȂՌԤ
ڏӰጢᇄཎဎȄႄࠌٱᆎɇרϚ

""ڧɇȂѫ৶ቨྮᇄฮ
वȄထᝒݲৱෆҰȂႄٱᔖ;
७ᄇѺȂڧѺȂ! ౩ѺȂܹ
ήѺȂઍසኋِޟᇭȄרӵ
ᇄᕜӓޟႆแϛȂڏڧઉȄ
о࣏ৱȂרӵԪᇄσড়ϷٴΙ
ᘈᘈᄇΡҡᖾޟڠሴਂȄהఖᡱ
ௌᡝᇯٮௌ౪ӵܚԤޟ
ஶᇄ۷ᆋȄ!
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If in danger and difficulty,
They should wish that all beings be free.
Unhindered wherever they go.
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How to Stay Young
From: Internet

1. Throw out nonessential numbers.This includes age, weight, and height.
Let the doctors worry about them. That is why you pay them.
2. Keep only cheerful friends. The grouches pull you down.
(Keep this in mind if you are one of those grouches!)
3. Keep learning. Learn more about the computer, crafts, gardening,
whatever. Never let the brain get idle. “An idle mind is the devil’s
workshop.” And the devil’s name is Alzheimers!
4. Enjoy the simple things.
5. Laugh often, long and loud. Laugh until you gasp for breath.
And if you have a friend who makes you laugh, spend lots and
lots of time with him or her!
6. The tears happen. Endure, grieve, and move on. The only person
who is with us our entire life, is ourself. LIVE while you are alive.
7. Surround yourself with what you love, whether it’s fam
keepsakes, music, plants, hobbie
8. Cherish your health: If it is good, preserve it. If it is unstable, improve it.
If it is beyond what you can imp
9. Don’t take guilt trips. Take a trip t
but NOT to where the guilt is
10. Tell the people you love , that you love them, at every opportunity.
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Words from Abbess
The first issue of The Avatamsa was published in 2008, and
since then, the response has been tremendous. Throughout each
print, The Avatamsa, shares the teachings of Buddha, healthy
lifestyles, news, and events of the Avatamsaka Buddhist Lotus Society with the help and warmest support of everyone.
We are blessed to be able to continue to spread Buddhism across
all borders. In this 13th issue of The Avatamsa, we decided to
include a special post card for all our readers. This “Buddha’s
Birthday” card is to remind everyone that we will be holding a
“Bathing Buddha Day” on Sunday, April 22nd 2012. Please
send this post card to your dearest friends or family, and
share this occasion. During Christmas, we can send Christmas cards. similarly, during Buddha’s Birthday, we should
also send Buddha’s Birthday Cards.
Buddha’s Birthday has already become a public holiday in
East Asia Countries. We cannot expect to have a holiday in
America to celebrate Buddha’s birth, but as a Buddhist devotee,
it is our duty to share this sacred occasion with everyone we
know.
May Buddha’s Birthday awakened the virtue of compassion
in millions of minds and hearts with the lamp of compassion,
joy, peace, love, conscious awareness, consideration and wisdom amazingly.
Tien Inn
2012 /2/10
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The Four Lessons of Liao-Fan
First Lesson:
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not have a son was my habit of staying up at night, not knowing how to conserve
my energy. Besides these reasons, I had many other shortcomings that were too
numerous to mention.
Master Yun-Gu then said, “According to you then, there are many things in life you
do not deserve, not only fame and a son! Those who have millions of dollars in this
life must have cultivated the good fortune worthy of that amount in the past. Those
who have thousands of dollars must also have good fortune, which is worthy of
generating that sum. Those, who die of starvation were in fact were meant to die
in that manner. The karmic result today is simply the fruit of their deeds. Heavenly
beings do not have any intentions for us.” Bearing children is similar to bearing
fruit from seeds. For example, if a person has accumulated enough merits and
virtues for a hundred generations, then he or she would have descendants to last
a hundred generations. One who accumulates enough merits and virtues to last
ten generations will then have ten generations of descendants to live out that good
fortune. For those who have no descendants at all, it is because they have not accumulated enough good merits and virtues.
As Master Yun-Gu suggested, since I recognized my own shortcomings, I should
put forth my greatest effort into working to change and reform my misdeeds, which
caused me not to have a son or become an imperial ofﬁcial. I should cultivate tolerance and virtue and treat others with compassion and harmony. I also needed to
care for my health and conserve my energy and spirit. In other words, if I let go of
the past and started a new day, I would be able to start a new life and thus create
my own destiny. “If even our body is governed by the law of destiny, then a body
of virtue and sincerity will evoke a response from heaven. As stated in the ‘Tai Jia
Chapter’ in The Book of History, ‘One may run away from the decrees of heaven,
but one can never escape the retribution for one’s wrong deeds.’ This entails that
one should often reﬂect upon his own actions and thoughts to see if they are in
accordance with the ways of heaven. If one continues to behave immorally, there
is no chance of avoiding danger.
The Master told me, “Mr. Kong had predicted that you would not receive an imperial appointment or have a son. These are the retributions of heaven, but even
these can still be changed. If you diligently try to practice kind deeds and work
to accumulate many hidden merits and virtues, you will be able to change your
destiny and create good fortune. The I-Ching, Book of Change, was written to help
people bring about good fortune and avoid adversity. If everything is predestined
with no room for change, then there would be no need to improve upon our good
fortune and avoid adversity. The very ﬁrst chapter of I-Ching also said, ‘families
who often perform kind deeds will have an excess of good fortune to pass on to
the next generations.’ ”
Continued
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near this pond, where a poor woman
lived with her two daughters. The swan
found that the poor mother was having
a difﬁcult time raising her daughters.
The swan thought, “If I give them one
of my golden feathers, the mother can
sell it and get good money. She and her
daughters then can improve their living conditions.” After thinking this, the
swan quickly ﬂew to the poor woman’s
house. When seeing the swan inside
the house, the woman said, “Why have
you come here? There is nothing that
we can offer you.”
The swan kindly responded, “I don’t
want to take anything away from you,
but I have something to give you. I
know your poor conditions. I will give
my golden feathers one by one and
you can sell them for money. With the
money raised through it, you can live
comfortably without any ﬁnancial burden.” The swan unselﬁshly shed one of
her golden feathers and then ﬂew away.
Hence, this became a routine task that
the swan promised to complete; from
time to time, the swan came back and
every time left one golden feather.
The mother and her daughters felt
so happy that they could make a living selling the golden feathers. Each
golden feather got them enough money
to keep them in comfort. As the time
passed, however, the mother became
greedy and wanted to get all of the gold-
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She may possibly ﬂy away and never
come back. If this happens, we will be
poor again. Therefore, when the swan
comes next time, we will catch her and
take all of her feathers right away.”
The innocent daughters replied, “Mother, this will hurt the swan so badly. We
shouldn’t cause any pain to her.” Regardless of the daughters’ truthful comments, the mother was very determined
to catch the swan the very next time
she comes. When the swan came next
time, the mother quickly caught her and
pulled out all of her feathers. Then, the
golden feathers of the swan instantly
changed into some strange feathers.
The mother was completely shocked
and stunned by this awkward phenomenon.
The golden swan said, “Poor Mother, I
wanted to help you, but you deliberately
wanted to destroy all of my feathers instead. As per my wish, I used to give
you the golden feathers. Now, I can no
longer offer any assistance. My feathers are worth nothing more than regular
chicken feathers. I am going to leave
this place and will never come back.”
The mother felt sorry and apologized
for the wrongdoing that she committed. The golden swan eventually told
the mother, “Never be greedy,” and ﬂew
away.
This story entails the importance of
eliminating the three poisons—greed,

anger, and ignorance—from our lives
by all means. In Buddhism, these three
poisons are considered to be the primary cause of human suffering. Greed’s
companions are desire and lust. These
passions and attachments cause us to
mistakenly think that we can obtain and
hold on to possessions. Once we have
them, we may succumb to greed and
want even more. Greedy desire is endless and therefore can never be satisﬁed. The lesser the greedy desire, the
happier and more satisﬁed we are. The
best prescription to deal with greed is in
giving away.
Anger refers to hatred, animosity and
aversion, which cause us to reject what
displeasures us or infringes upon our
ego. Sometimes we feel angry and unhappy when others have or take something we really want. In this short story,
for example, since the mother was
afraid of being poor again, she became
impatient and wanted to mutilate all of
the swan’s golden feathers immediately. It is clear that the mother should
learn how to transform fear and negativity into courage and kindness.

Of these three, ignorance is the most
fundamental as it facilitates greed and
anger. Ignorance means the persistent
belief in something false and distorted.
It is blindness to the reality of our connectedness to and dependence on
each other. We have to observe and
think in an objective and rational manner, so as to avoid prejudice and misunderstanding.
In summary, these three poisons ﬁll our
lives with suffering, unhappiness and
unsatisfactoriness. They cause us to
make unskillful decisions, which affect
our future. They cause us to have selfserving and dishonest intentions, which
in turn cause us to act unethically and
immorally. They are the roots of not
only our own pain and misery, but those
of our loved ones’ and of society’s. Fortunately, there is a way to eradicate this
trio of contaminants. Through the practice of loving kindness and compassion,
we can foster the qualities of wisdom
and courage to combat the negative
workings of the three poisons. When
we realize our interdependence and
oneness, we can cleanse ourselves of
those poisons and genuinely connect
with people in an attitude of respect and
encouragement.
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Wealth, Success and Love
Helen Yeh
Source from Internet
A woman stepped out of her house
and saw three wizened old men with
long white beards sitting in her front
yard. She did not recognize them. She
said, “I don’t think I know you, but you
must be very tired and hungry. Please
come in and have something to eat.”

The woman went in and told her husband what was said. Her husband was
overjoyed. “How nice!” he said. “Since
that is the case, let us invite Wealth. Let
him come and ﬁll our home with wealth!”
His wife disagreed and asked, “My dear,
why don’t we invite Success?”

The old men asked, “Is the man of
the house home?” “No, he is not
home yet,” she replied. “Then, we
cannot come in,” they said in unison.

Their daughter-in-law was listening
from the other corner of the house. She
jumped in with her own suggestion:
“Would it not be better to invite Love?
Our home will then be ﬁlled with love!”

When the woman’s husband came

12

-JWF-JGF
Translated by: Awai
There was once a man who is afraid of death. He was thinking to himself, “Is Death is in front of him or behind him?” He further thought, “People are always running forward when the death comes, for example, during plane crashes or car accidents. Animals always run forward to escape
when hunted. Therefore, he concluded that death catches up from behind.”
He has reached an important conclusion: “To avoid being killed, the only way is move
forward more quickly and hastily. So he always seems to be in a hurry every day;
whether in eating, working or walking, he is always three times faster than others.”
One day, while he was swiftly walking away, a white-bearded old man suddenly stopped him. The old man asked, “Why are you in such a hurry. What is the
catch?”
He said, “I am not about to catch up. I am escaping it!”
The old man asked, “Escape it? Escape from what?”
“Escape death!” he replied.
The old man said, “How do you know death is behind you?”
He said, “Because animals that are being killed are always escaping in the forward
direction.”
The old man said, “You are wrong! Death is not trying catch up from behind from
the starting point, but is always waiting at the ﬁnishing line. Whether you are running fast or slow, you will reach the end.”
“How do you know?” he asked.
“Because I am the Death!” said the old man.
Completely shocked, the man questioned the old man, “So you are Death, does it
mean it’s time for me to die?”
Death said, “Oh! You need not fear; your death is yet to come. But you have been
running too fast. My brother “Life” has complained to me that he cannot keep up
with you, and if you do not join him, you will die faster. What is the difference then?
In particular, he asked me to inform you that you have to slow down your pace!”
“How can I join Life?” the man asked.
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Death said, “First, you have to stand still in order to calm down. Then, you have
to look around with your heart, feeling love, and Life will eventually catch up with
you.”
When he calmed down, the old man said, “You look behind. My brother has come.”
He turned around, the old man was gone, but never has he seen such a beautiful
street.
Moral of the story: Happiness does not depend on wealth, power and looks, but
rather depends on yourself and the people around you. In everyday life, cherish
the people and things around you, have the courage to be happy, and most importantly, be yourself!
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Yogacara Flaming Mouth Offering Service
Source from: IBPS Vancouver
“Yoga” is a Sanskrit term, which connotes
the correspondence of body, mouth, and
mind. It is the gesturing of the hands in
a mystical position (mudra) together with
the recitation of words (dharani, mantra)
and the concentration of the mind in contemplation. “Ulka-mukha” (ﬂaming mouth)
is represented in the Buddhist sutras as
a hungry ghost (preta). In addition to a
very thin appearance, it has a throat that
is no bigger than needles, and a mouth
that spits out ﬂame.
According to the Ulka-mukha Preta Sutra, Ananda once saw the incarnation of
Avalokitesvara Bodhisattva (goddess of
mercy) as
practicing
Bodhisattv
save all s
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they never descend into the realm of hungry ghosts, but will also acquire longevity.
While being watched over by all spirits
and gods, they will have good fortune in
every endeavor.
The Yogacara Ulka-mukha Dharma service is held in accordance to the sutra.
Although the service is performed to rid
the hollow hunger of the ghosts by bestowing food and drink to them, more
importantly, it is to deliver them from all
sufferings through the teachings of Buddha. By listening to the Dharma, the
ghosts will then take refuge in the Triple
Gems receive the precepts and thus ac
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Current & Up coming Activities
1. Celebration of Avalokitesvara Bodhisattva’s Birthday
Date ᧶March 11, 2012

8:00 AM – 1:00 PM

2. Dharma Service of Offering food to the wandering souls
Date ᧶March 11, 2012

2:00 AM – 6:30 PM

3. Dharma Service of Ching Ming Festival for Repentance Sutra of the
Lueng’s Emperor.
Date ᧶April 1-April 8, 2012

9:00 AM – 4:00 PM

4. TheYogacara Flaming Mouth Offering Service
Date ᧶April 8, 2012

2:00 PM – 7:00 PM

5. Bathing the Buddha Celebration (Prince of Siddhartha) Celebration
Date : April 22, 2012
8:00 AM – 1:00 PM
6.

Commemoration of Avalokitesvara Bodhisattva (Guan-Yin) Renunciation
Date : August 5, 2012
8:00 AM – 1:00 PM

7.

Dharma Servise for Ullambana Festival and Sangha Day
Chanting The Avatamsaka Sutra
Date : August 19 –Sept 2, 2012
8:00 AM – 4:30 PM

8. Amitabha Thrice Attentive Chanting Service
Date : September 2, 2012
2:00 PM – 6:30 PM
9.

Celebration of Guan Shih Yin (Akalokiteshavara) Bodhisattva
Elightenment
Date : October 28, 202
8:00 AM – 1:00 PM
2012

10. Chanting The Past Vows of Ksitigarbha (Earth Store) Bodhisattva Sutra
Date ᧶December 1 – 22, 2012

3:00 PM – 5:45 PM

11. Year End Services for Repentance Sutra of the Leung’s Emperor :
Date: December 23- 30 ,2012
9:00 AM – 4:00 PM
12. Amitabha Thrice Attentive Chanting Service
Date: December 30 ,2012
2:00 PM – 6:30 PM

   ! 
EVENTS

 
TIME

Avatamsaka (Hua-yen) Sutra

Every First Sunday

Samadhi Water Repentance

Every Second Sunday

1 day Avatamsaka Retreat

Every Third Sunday

Bhaisajyaguru (Medicine Buddha)
Repentance

Every Fourth Sunday

Diamond Repentance

Every Fifth Sunday
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Triple Gem Refuge and Five
Precepts Ceremony
When a person wishes to become
a Buddhist, the first step he takes is
to go to the Buddha, Dharma and
Sangha for refuge. Since Buddha’s
time, taking this Threefold Refuge has
identified a person as a Buddhist. The
Buddha, Dharma and Sangha also
known as the Triple Gem represent
qualities which are excellent and
precious like a gem. Once a person
recognizes these unique qualities

Light Offering to Avalokitesvara
(Guan Yin) Bodhisattva
Every year, on 3 auspicious occasions,
we conduct Prayers and Light Offering
to Avalokistesvara Bodhisattva (also
known as Guan Yin). The schedules
for Year 2011 are as follows:

after careful consideration and is
confident that the Triple Gem can
help lead him towards happiness
and Enlightenment, he or she takes
refuge. It is, therefore, not out of mere
faith but with an open-minded attitude
and enquiring spirit that he begins to
practise the Buddha’s Teachings.
Date : M
,
March 11,
11

2012
April 22, 2012
August 5, 2012

1:30pm
1:30pm
m
1:30pm
m

During the Light Offering services to
Avalokitesvara Bodhisattva, we will
recite sutras and the Great Compassionate Mantra (Da Bei Zhou) for 21
times. Following that, we will pray to
Avalokitesvara Bodhisattva to bless
the Great Compassionate Water.

1. March
March 11,
20, 2012
2011
Celebration of Avalokitesvara
Bodhisattva’s Birthday.
2. August 5, 2012
Celebration of Avalokitesvara
Bodhisattva’s Enlightenment day

We cordially invite devotees to join
the Light Offering services and share
the merits on these celebration
days. Please contact our office to
register for Light Offering services.

3. October 28, 2012
Celebration of Avalokitesvara
Bodhisattva’s Renunciation
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Oven Roasted King Oyster Mushrooms
Ingredients
3 whole king oyster mushrooms

Seasonings
3 tablespoon soya sauce
4 tablespoon sugar
1 tablespoon soya paste
1 tablespoon ginger juice
1 teaspoon sesame oil
Pinch of pepper

Methods
1. Preheat oven at 400° F
2. Wash mushrooms, use a small knife and slice around three times lengthwise
3. Mix well seasoning and drip seasoning in between the sliced mushroom
4. Repeat with the rest of the two mushrooms and pour the remainder of the
sauce on top of the mushrooms
5. Let it sit at least an hour or longer, turning it occasionally
6. Lay mushrooms on a tray, cover with foil and bake for 30 mins at 375°
7. Remove the foil and bake for another 10 mins.
8. Pour in the juice and serve hot.
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TO SUPPORTT

The A
Th
Avatamsa
Please ll in the following information to make monetary donation to support the ABLS Newsletter.
First Name:___________________

Last Name:___________________

Address: ___________________________________________________
City: ______________________ State:________

Zip: ____________

Phone:_____________________________________________________
Email:______________________________________________________
Donation Amount: $__________________________________________
Please mail this donation form along with a check payable to : ABLS
We will mail your receipt back to the address you provided above.
All donations are tax deductible.
Avatamsaka Buddhist Lotus Society
50 South Main St.
Milpitas, CA 95035
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